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Abstract. The tropical deep convection affects the radia-
tion balance of the atmosphere changing the water vapor
mixing ratio and the temperature of the upper troposphere
lower stratosphere. The aim of this work is to better under-
stand these processes and to investigate if severe storms leave
a significant signature in radio occultation profiles in the
tropical tropopause layer. Using tropical cyclone best track
database and data from different GPS radio occultation mis-
sions (COSMIC, GRACE, CHAMP, SACC and GPSMET),
we selected 1194 profiles in a time window of 3 h and a
space window of 300 km from the eye of the cyclone. We
show that the bending angle anomaly of a GPS radio occul-
tation signal is typically larger than the climatology in the
upper troposphere and lower stratosphere and that a double
tropopause during deep convection can easily be detected us-
ing this technique. Comparisons with co-located radioson-
des, climatology of tropopause altitudes and GOES analyses
are also shown to support the hypothesis that the bending an-
gle anomaly can be used as an indicator of convective towers.
The results are discussed in connection to the GPS radio oc-
cultation receiver which will be part of the Atomic Clock En-
semble in Space (ACES) payload on the International Space
Station.

1 Introduction

Deep convective systems influence global circulation and
the mass exchange between the troposphere and stratosphere
(Fueglistaler et al., 2009), and they also have been recog-
nized as a crucial process for the understanding of the cli-
mate changes. Temperature and water vapour variation in
the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) are
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closely connected to the convection (Danielsen, 1982; Sher-
wood et al., 2003; Chae et al., 2011) but the difficulty to
measure those parameters at such altitudes, with high verti-
cal resolution and sensitivity still raises many questions on
their behaviour (Forster and Shine, 1999). The stratospheric
water vapour, like the CO2, is a greenhouse gas contribut-
ing to the global warming (Manabe and Wetherald, 1967;
Soden and Fu, 1995; Forster and Shine, 2002; Solomon
et al., 2010) and the variation of temperature in the tropi-
cal tropopause layer (TTL) during the convection is strictly
linked to the variation of water vapor overshooted by the
storm (Kim, 2005). The tropical cyclones (TCs) are severe
weather events often leading to deep convective activity and
persisting for long time. They alter the physics and chemistry
of the TTL and they play a fundamental role on the atmo-
spheric circulation and troposphere-stratosphere exchange
(Ray and Rosenlof, 2007; Cairo et al., 2008; Fueglistaler
et al., 2009; Romps and Kuang, 2009). The GPS Radio
Occultation (RO) technique (Kursinki et al., 1997) is use-
ful to study severe weather phenomena because the GPS sig-
nal is independent on the weather conditions and it allows
profiling atmospheric parameters with high vertical resolu-
tion and accuracy. The past and ongoing GPS RO missions,
Global Positioning System/Meteorology (GPS/MET) satel-
lite (Rocken et al., 1997), the CHAllenging Minisatellite
Payload (CHAMP) satellite (Wickert et al., 2001), the Satel-
lite de Aplicaciones Cientificas-C (SAC-C) satellite (Hajj et
al., 2004), the Constellation Observing System for Meteo-
rology, Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC) six-satellite con-
stellation (Anthes et al., 2008), and the Gravity Recovery
And Climate Experiment (GRACE) twin satellites (Beyerle
et al., 2005), have a denser number of measurements at mid
and high latitude due to the inclination of the orbits, but they
do not provide a good coverage of the tropical area (Fig. 1).
A new advanced GPS receiver is planned to be launched
in the near future on board of the International Space Sta-
tion (ISS) as part of the Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space
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Fig. 1. COSMIC radio occultation coverage. Monthly latitudinal
distribution of COSMIC occultations in 2009.

(ACES) payload (Svehla et al., 2006). It will be mounted
on the external platform of the Columbus laboratory mod-
ule, viewing towards the limb in the forward direction. The
inclination of ISS orbit (51.6◦) will allow the ACES GPS re-
ceiver to monitor the major convective regions of the Earth
contributing to increase the number of GPS RO within the
tropical regions by 32 % (Fig. 2). We have selected all the
RO profiles from the above-mentioned missions during the
period 1995–2009, analysed them, and compared them with
co-located data along the TC best tracks. The Geostation-
ary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) brightness
temperature (BT) were analysed near the location of the RO
profiles in order to detect the overshooting during the TCs.
Although GPS RO observations are not sensitive to the small
amounts of water vapor in the UTLS, the bending angle and
the temperature profiles show a clear signature of the convec-
tion in the UTLS which is confirmed by the comparison with
co-located radiosonde (RAOB) data.

2 Data description

The TCs best tracks were collected from different sources:
US National Hurricane Center (Atlantic, Caribbean, Gulf
of Mexico and Eastern Pacific), Australian Government Bu-
reau of Meteorology (Western, Northern and Eastern Aus-
tralia), Japan Meteorological Agency (Western and Northern
Pacific), Meteo France (Southwest Indian Basin) and Uny-
sis Weather (North Indian Ocean Basin, Bay of Bengal and
Arabian Sea). All these institutes provide information every
6 h, including at least the name, dates, coordinates, minimum
pressure, maximum wind speed and category of the tropical
cyclone. In some cases, during the Hurricane Hunters mis-
sions, additional information is available, such as eye dimen-
sion, moving cyclone direction and speed.

Table 1. Number of profiles (second column) analysed and num-
ber of coincidences between GPS radio occultation and tropical cy-
clones in a time window of 3 h and a space window of 300 km (third
column).

Mission # profiles RO – TC

GPSMET (1995–1997) 5002 1
SAC-C (2001–2002) 60 354 40
CHAMP (2001–2008) 397 193 180
COSMIC (2006) 249 923 179
COSMIC (2007) 614 201 194
COSMIC (2008) 641 440 335
COSMIC (2009) 644 035 211
GRACE (2007–2009) 113 567 54

Total 2 725 715 1194

The RAOBs in FSL (Forecast System Laboratory) format,
are part of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration Earth System Research Laboratory (NOAA-ESRL)
radiosonde database, and they are used as in situ validation
of RO temperature and water vapour mixing ratio profiles.

Tropopause climatology is used as reference to detect if
the convection reaches the TTL or not. For this purpose
we used the climatological tropopause height from National
Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) analyses, con-
taining monthly mean zonally averaged tropopause heights.
This encompasses 40 yr of data starting in January 1958 with
latitudinal resolution of 2.5 degrees.

The GPS ROs that we have analyzed were downloaded
from the COSMIC Data Analysis and Archive Center
(CDAAC) website. We collected all the GPS/MET, SAC-
C, CHAMP, GRACE and COSMIC profiles as shown in Ta-
ble 1. The results of this work are obtained using level 2 data
products in netCDF format:

– atmPrf, which is an atmospheric profile without mois-
ture information, containing coordinates and mean sea
level altitude of the perigee point, dry pressure and tem-
perature (derived assuming no water vapour), refractiv-
ity, bending angle and impact parameter.

– wetPrf, which is an interpolated product obtained using
1DVar (one dimensional variational) technique with a
vertical resolution of 100 m, containing latitude and lon-
gitude of the perigee point, pressure, temperature, water
vapour pressure, refractivity and mean sea level altitude
of the perigee point.

– sonPrf, which is radiosonde data co-located with the
GPS RO (time window of 6 h and space window of
400 km) containing latitude, longitude, pressure, tem-
perature, water vapour pressure, refractivity and mean
sea level geometric height.
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The GOES brightness temperature analyses were used as
a detector of overshoots. We downloaded from the Com-
prehensive Large Array Data Stewardship System (CLASS)
the GOES VARiable IMaGer data (GVARIMG) in “area”
format with native spatial resolution acquired by GOES11
and GOES12. Using the BT at 6.8 microns (band 3), which
is sensitive to the water vapour, and the BT at 10.7 microns
(band 4), it is possible to detect convective systems (Schmetz
et al., 1997; Chaboureau et al., 2007). In clear sky conditions
and low level clouds, the BT in the water vapour channel is
lower than the BT at 10.7 microns. When the overshoot is
present, there is an inversion and the BT at 6.8 microns be-
comes larger by a few degrees. GOES data were also used
to detect if the RO and the RAOB were acquired in the same
meteorological conditions.

3 Methods

The GPS receivers measure the phase and amplitude of
two L-band signals. Using these it is possible to get the
bending angle, which is used to compute the refractivity
through Abel inversion (Kuo et al., 2004). Temperature,
pressure and water vapour are derived from the refractivity
and the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-
casts (ECMWF) model, using a one-dimensional variational
(1DVar) method. In the 1DVar approach at CDAAC, much
more weight is given to the refractivity observation than to
the ECMWF model, ensuring that the derived temperature
(T ), pressure (p) and water vapour (e) are basically consis-
tent with the observed refractivity (N) according to the equa-
tion

N = 77.6
p

T
+3.73·105 e

T 2
(1)

Thus, the physical relation between the solution and the ob-
served refractivity is preserved, and the temperature is ba-
sically the same as the so-called dry temperature in regions
where moisture is insignificant. The approach still includes
information from ECMWF fields to separate out the meteo-
rological variables in the moist troposphere, but it seeks to
minimize the influence from the ECMWF fields and it pre-
serves the full information coming from the observations.

One of the parameters that we analyze and discuss in this
paper is the bending angle (raw, unoptimized) percentage
anomaly with respect to the climatology (Biondi et al., 2011).
This is defined as

100·(αTC−αClim)/αClim, (2)

whereαTC is the bending angle value during the TC and
αClim is the climatological bending angle from the gridded
reference described in the next section.

When it is possible, we use the co-located RAOB profiles
as in situ reference for temperature and water vapor profiles.

Fig. 2. ACES radio occultation coverage. Simulated monthly lati-
tudinal distribution of ACES occultations.

We use the GOES data to monitor the position of the radio
occultation and the RAOB relative to the position of the TC
and to detect if overshoots can be expected in the same area.

4 Statistics

Using all the GPS ROs collected from the CDAAC website
(covering the period 1995–1997 and 2001–2009), we have
created a grid with one-degree resolution containing the av-
eraged bending angle profiles. Any mean profile is the av-
erage result of a certain number of ROs depending on the
coordinates. This grid will be our climatology reference for
all the analyses. Comparing all the GPS ROs with the TC
tracks, we have found 1194 coincidences (Table 2) within
a time window of 3 h and a space window of 300 km be-
tween the TC center and the RO tangent point at 15 km of
altitude (this is our reference altitude since we are study-
ing the UTLS). The majority of the coincidences are com-
ing from the COSMIC mission (77 %), 15 % from CHAMP,
4.5 % from GRACE, 3.4 % from SACC and just 1 profile
from GPS/MET. Fig. 3 shows the averaged bending angle
anomaly for the 1194 cases together with the standard devi-
ation of the mean. During the storms 3 distinct regions are
clearly recognizable, each with different trends: the lower
troposphere (between 3 and 8 km), the mid troposphere and
the UTLS (usually between 14 and 18 km). In the lower tro-
posphere there is an increase of the bending angle anomaly
due to the combined effect of the increase of water vapor
(which prevails) pushed up by the convection and the warm-
ing due to the instability of the TC. Moving to higher alti-
tudes, the water vapor content decreases and the contribution
of the temperature prevails. We have not deepened the study
of the negative bending angle anomaly just below the top of
the TC (between 10 km and 14 km of altitude).
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Table 2. Number of coincidences between GPS radio occultation and tropical cyclones in a time window of 3 h and a space window of
300 km, for each year and each mission.

GPSMET SACC CHAMP COSMIC GRACE Total

1995 1 1

2001 13 9 22

2002 27 28 55

2003 29 29

2004 40 40

2005 33 33

2006 12 179 191

2007 9 194 18 221

2008 20 335 22 377

2009 211 14 225

Total 1 40 180 919 54 1194

Fig. 3. Averaged bending angle anomaly profile for 1194 TC cases
from 1995 to 2009 (black line)± the standard deviation of the mean
(grey lines).

The increase of the bending angle anomaly in the UTLS, is
completely due to the temperature variation since the water
vapor content amount is usually extremely low. The bending
angle anomaly between 14 and 18 km of altitude is negative
outside of the tropical cyclone season and it becomes posi-
tive during the tropical cyclone season reaching the highest
intensity during the storm (Biondi et al., 2011).

A histogram showing the maximum anomaly during tropi-
cal cyclones is shown in Fig. 4. We can clearly see that more
than 60 % of the cases present maximum anomaly between
5 % and 15 % greater than the climatology. Just 15 cases do

Fig. 4. Distribution of positive peak bending angle anomalies be-
tween 14 and 18 km during TCs.

not present any positive anomaly spike in the UTLS, in these
cases we do not have additional information regarding the
size of the cyclone and we suppose that they were probably
not acquired inside the storm. Figure 5 shows the distribu-
tion of mean negative anomaly between 14 and 18 km during
TCs, where 81 % of the cases reveal a positive anomaly. Dur-
ing normal conditions (Fig. 6), i.e., in the absence of TCs, the
probability to get positive or negative anomaly in the same
areas of the globe is evenly distributed. This is because in
normal conditions we include clear sky acquisitions but also
many storms not selected as TCs.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of mean negative bending angle anomalies be-
tween 14 and 18 km during TCs.

Fig. 6. Distribution of mean negative bending angle anomalies be-
tween 14 and 18 km during normal conditions, i.e., in the absence
of TCs.

5 Profiles analyses

Analyzing the RAOB temperature profiles during the TCs,
we can see two clear minima at the tropopause altitude.
The comparison with the co-located bending angle anomaly
shows two positive spikes at the same altitude of the two tem-
perature minima. Similar features are often evident also in
the RO temperature profile, but sometimes it is not as clearly
seen as it is in the bending angle anomaly.

Figure 7 illustrates the situation during the TC Bill. The
RO was acquired on 22 August 2009 at 08:27:00 UTC in
the Atlantic Ocean when Bill was weakening from hurri-
cane category 3 to hurricane category 2. The radiosonde was
launched at 11:00:00 UTC and the distance between the ra-
diosonde station (Bermuda airport) and the RO tangent point
at 15 km altitude was 98.32 km.

Fig. 7. Tropical cyclone Bill on 22 August 2009 with the co-located
radiosonde (white balloon) and radio occultation (red line).

Fig. 8. Event Bill 22 August 2009, 08:27:00 UTC, (Latitude 32◦30′

and Longitude−65◦42′): difference between the brightness tem-
perature (BT) at 6.8 microns and the BT at 10.7 microns (BT in
Kelvin) from GOES 11. The red line indicates the projection of the
RO tangent points.

Figure 8 shows the difference of the BT at 6.8 microns
and the BT at 10.7 microns from GOES11 in the same region
where the RO and the RAOB were acquired. An inversion is
present; consequently some overshoot should be expected.

The RAOB temperature profile shows a double minimum,
the lowest exactly at the standard tropopause altitude and the
second one at about 18.6 km (Fig. 9). The local temperature
variation is larger than 5 K and this defines an evident dou-
ble tropopause. The bending angle anomaly, as usual during
TCs, has two local maxima, the lowest one 10 % larger than
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Fig. 9. Event Bill 22 August 2009, 08:27:00 UTC: temperature pro-
files and bending angle anomaly profile between 13 and 20 km of
altitude. The green line is the bending angle anomaly profile, the
blue line is the temperature from RAOB and the red line is the tem-
perature from the RO. The horizontal black lines show the minimum
and maximum standard tropopause altitude at those latitudes from
NCEP 40 yr dataset.

the climatology in the same area (at 17 km of altitude), and
the second one at about 18.6 km. Within the uncertainty and
limited vertical resolution of the RAOB, and considering that
the two measurements are not exactly coincident, the spikes
in the bending angle and temperature anomalies, as well as
the minima in the RO temperature profile (although not as
distinct) corresponds reasonably well to the minima in the
RAOB temperature profile.

We show in Fig. 10 another case: the hurricane Bertha
2008. The RO was acquired on 12 July 2008 at 12:47:00 UTC
in the Atlantic basin when Bertha was hurricane category
1. The radiosonde was launched at 12:00:00 UTC and the
distance between the radiosonde station and the RO tangent
point at 15 km altitude was about 170 km.

In this case, corresponding to the double spike of the
bending angle anomaly, the double temperature minima are
clearly shown from the RO and the RAOB temperature pro-
files with perfect agreement.

The double spike of the bending angle anomaly at these al-
titudes is a common feature of the UTLS during TCs. So far,
we have selected about 700 cases. In all the cases the lowest
coldest point (and the warming about 1 km above) is clearly
recognizable in the RO temperature profiles. In Fig. 11 we
used as reference the altitude of the warming between the
two tropopauses (Zo) and we plotted the averaged temper-
ature anomaly and the bending angle anomaly 5 km below
and above the reference Zo, from all the GPS ROs selected,.
Five km below Zo, the troposphere is warmer than the clima-

Fig. 10. Event Bertha 12 July 2008, 12:47:00 UTC: bending angle
percentage anomaly (green) and corresponding temperature profile
from RAOB (blue) and from RO (red), between 13 and 20 km.

tology and the bending angle anomaly is negative. The first
tropopause (lowest coldest point) corresponds to the lower
spike of the bending angle and above Zo there is a new de-
crease of the temperature corresponding to the bending an-
gle increase. The amplitude of the highest coldest point (and
bending angle spike) is not so large as the lower one, since
the second tropopause does not occur always at the same ver-
tical distance from the warming.

We have found 246 co-located RAOBs reaching the UTLS
and 90 % of these cases show a temperature double minima
in correspondence with the double spike of the bending an-
gle.

The double local minima detected during our studies, con-
firms the results of Danielsen (Danielsen, 1982, 1993) ex-
plaining the lowest one as the mean tropopause and the
highest one as the cold stratospheric anvil produced by the
deep convection. The same temperature trend has been
clearly recognized with in situ measurements during the Tro-
pospheric/Stratospheric Water Vapor Exchange Experiment
(TSWVEE) (Kley et al., 1982) and the Tropical Convection,
Cirrus and Nitrogen Oxides (TROCCINOX) (Chaboureau,
2007).

6 Conclusions

Our results show that the bending angle from the GPS RO
signal contains interesting information on the tropopause
during TCs. In general the bending angle anomaly relative to
the climatology is positive during tropical cyclone season in
the UTLS and the magnitude of the anomaly increases during
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Fig. 11. Averaged temperature anomaly (bold red line, right panel)
± the standard deviation of the mean and bending angle percentage
anomaly (bold green line, left panel)± the standard deviation of the
mean, 5 km below and above the warming altitude (Zo) occurring
between the 2 tropopauses.

a TC. This variation of anomaly is not enough to detect con-
vective towers since it could be due to a simple reduction of
the tropopause temperature, but it is anyway a clear signature
of the TC. Extending the analysis to using RAOBs, during
strong convective events a double tropopause is often recog-
nized and the bending angle anomaly can be used to detect it.
In this way the bending angle can be used as an indicator of
convective towers. Our results suggest that ACES missions
on board of ISS will increase the RO measurements in the
tropics providing important support to the study of TCs and
the study of overshoots.
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